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Despang Architects

World architecture is a two-class society – comprising 10 percent 
large, global companies and 90 percent small and underrepre-
sented companies. It is these smaller offices that characterize and 
have a significant impact on our everyday surroundings – often 
with innovative ideas that are brought to life with the construc-
tion of demanding and exciting buildings. Despang Architects is a 
prime example of just how impressive an impact an office that is 
not ‘world famous’ can have in the world of everyday architecture. 
The small Despang team comprises father Günther Despang, son 
Martin and daughter Cynthia, with Isabel Schlüpmann and toge-
ther they produce local architecture that is influenced by the idea 
of “Glocalization” and draws inspiration from impressive global 
ideas. Despang Architects combines tradition with modernity, su-
stainability with aesthetic, architectural theory with construction 
practice, which results in local everyday architecture with a global 
character – inclusive architecture. 

ff publishers

ff publishers has made it its mission to publicize the innovative 
heroes of everyday architecture, striving to make their work ac-
cessible to a wider audience. Founded by creative director Thomas 
Huwiler (Berlin) and architecture book author Chris van Uffelen 
(Stuttgart), this publishing company specializes in producing 
high-quality architect and building monographs. The books are 
published as a series and are also available as eBooks and Apps. 
The company makes innovative use of new digital technologies 
and this is reflected by the superior quality of eBooks and by the 
use of embedded multimedia content in the print versions. 
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